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Introduction 

 

Employee turnover costs are the costs associated with employees leaving, work absorbed by 

others, rehiring and “getting them up to speed.”  The costs can reach as much as 150 percent of 

yearly wage for employees, and 250 percent of annual salary for management personnel (Bliss).   

 

Ouch!    

 

Managers have embraced catchy slogans, bonus and incentive programs, $40.00 posters and pep 

rallies in efforts to make their employees feel like family members.  The effort has often 

worked—at least for a while—but employee dissatisfaction often surfaces again.  The price for 

employee unhappiness ranges from listless performance on the job, to lost customers and in the 

employees’ defection to competitors.  Like unhappy customers, employees that leave are often 

not shy in telling their sad stories.  When this happens, we as employers often aren’t able to tell 

our sides of the story.  Our reputation gets dragged down or we may have simply lost another 

chance at a winning relationship.  Why should we endure this loss?   

 

It makes sense to reduce employee turnover, but it doesn’t make sense to spend a lot of money 

and effort on initiatives that might not save the employees we really want.  We expect value from 

our efforts, both in ways we can measure with numbers and in ways we just feel good about.  But 

measuring value can be very confusing!  Competing for employees can make us feel like we are 

in a labor battleground.  We must conquer this expensive enemy, especially as the labor market 

heats up again.   

 

The lay of the land: study the map for your conquest  

 

Do we really understand how much it costs to lose and replace employees?   

 

Do we want to keep all of our employees—and if not, who are the ones we want most, and why? 

 

What could we do to keep our most precious human assets? 

 

How do we know if our retention efforts are bringing value to the organization?  
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Just like in employee development, if we don’t ask these questions while making strategic plans, 

we are not considering the most important aspect of human resource initiatives: measurable 

results.  But what do results mean in employee retention?  

 

There are two basic types: soft, as in human performance, and hard, as in “bottom line” results.  

Quantifying these results, in dollars if possible, helps us relate them to our organization’s 

vitality.   

 

Human performance:  We hire people so we will be represented, and our customers served, in the 

same manner as we would do it.  We want our employees to be our company’s heart, mind and 

soul—for the entire organization’s greater good.  For this we can use qualitative analysis, 

meaning the degree to which the thought or behavior-oriented results, to decide who will best 

serve this role.   Qualitative methods measure perspectives, actions, applications and behaviors 

for both outside customers (those whom we sell to) and inside customers (those who provide in 

some way to the sale).  We’ll tackle this kind of analysis in a later article. 

 

Dollars and sense:  Knowing just how much it costs to attract, hire, orient, and get our employees 

“up to speed”—and what is our return for reducing its frequency—can help us decide how far we 

will go to change our turnover numbers.   Our objectives must reflect why we think the 

employees are leaving, how we will change their minds—and the extent of our desire to keep 

them.  This means there may be limits to what we can do, and what we are willing to do.  We 

need to recognize where the middle ground is, so that even compromise can become a winning 

plan.   

 

In a dollars and sense fashion, even “soft” values can have numerical results.  Thus quantitative 

effects can result from qualitative strategies.  Customer satisfaction is a good example, because 

losing a customer from soft issues, such as an ineffective or disgruntled employee, costs us 

numbered dollars in trying to regain that market share.  Results for both outside customers and 

inside customers are measured in various ways.  Of course we measure line item expenses and 

bottom line profits, but also counts (and their costs) of accidents and errors, the time to perform 

tasks (and its cost) and how much time is lost due to problems…again, and its cost.    

 

Plan your attack: intelligence, armies and arsenal     

 

Intelligence: use it to define the mission 

 

Your objectives for reducing turnover may be mixed.  Besides the simple expense (and alone, it 

may be enough!) do you have customers who buy from you, in part or wholly, because of the 

people who serve them?  Do you have important supplier or regulatory relationships that only a 

few people can manage capably?   

 

Reasons for keeping valuable employees through reducing turnover must be factored in your 

decision-making process; it helps determine what you are willing to do to keep those employees 

loyal.  The costs of losing and rehiring employees should outweigh the costs to retain them.    

 

When you decide what the stakes in the battle are, you can plan your attack.   
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What matters to your employees—a little, and a lot?   

 

Has it changed over time—and if so, when and why?   

 

Is this factor something they believe you can, or should accommodate?   

 

Until we can answer these sorts of questions, we may be unprepared to make a plan for changing 

what is impacting poor employee turnover.  We must identify what these internal customers 

view is wrong; once we do that, we can consider what we are willing to do in response. 

 

Before beginning the plan, however, let’s start with this hard fact: not every employee is the best 

fit for what we need.  Since this is true, we should ask ourselves the following questions: 

 

How well have we defined what we want in hiring, so we have the workforce we desire? 

 

How many of our employees have not turned out to be whom we hoped they would be? 

 

What are we willing to do about any existing poor fits in our organization?    

 

Thus the turnover problem is separated into two halves, which can be attacked, as in a war, with 

allied armies: hiring the right employees, and keeping the right employees.  Each need will 

require its own strategy. 

 

Armies: the full frontal assault and flank attack   

 

The full frontal assault  

 

The old methods in fighting employee turnover costs (and boosting employee effectiveness) may 

not be as helpful as in the past.  Worker and employer attitudes are shifting.  Employers are now 

confronting an unsettling restlessness, leading to the complaint “The work ethic is dead.”  They 

aren’t imagining the changes; the young work force does seem to feel differently about work 

than past generations have.  Today’s young employees seem more demanding.  They are too 

impatient to “pay their dues” and grasp the hard truth: they can’t make money until their 

employers make money first.  Why don’t they understand?   

 

What do these employees want?  More money?  Massages, more time off, or perhaps an in-house 

childcare center or gym?  Do they want a fast track to becoming managers?  

 

Exhaustive surveys have been conducted, and volumes have been written on what motivates the 

work force.  Surprising results include money being way down on the list.  Books such as 

Richard Florida’s “The Rise of the Creative Class” and “The Enthusiastic Employee” by David 

Sirota, Louis A. Mischkind and Michael Irwin Meltzer argue the work experience is more valued 

than compensation.    

 

David Sirota advises managers to use common sense principles that allow workers to take pride 

in their work.  Richard Florida points to piles of evidence and concludes the younger workers are 
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most interested in creativity, and crave more autonomy and direct interaction with customers 

than such “old economy” jobs such as manufacturing, even when manufacturing paid more. 

 

All of this sentiment can take second place, however, among workers earning far less than a 

living wage for the region.  Our elders worked patiently in their jobs for long years, and made 

efforts to hold down spending if wages were low.  In contrast, young people who are 

preoccupied about making ends meet are more likely to seek out opportunities to advance: 

upward mobility.  If they feel they will be “pigeonholed” in dead-end jobs with no clear 

achievement trajectory or raise structure, these workers may decide their best means of upward 

mobility is to change employers.  Is this happening in your organization?    

 

In an interview with Knowledge@Wharton, Sirota insists employees are less interested in simple 

compensation levels than in being compensated with fairness, which he describes as equity: 

 

Employees want to know they are getting fair pay, which is normally defined as 

competitive pay. They want benefits and job security. These days, employees especially 

need medical benefits, so those have become significant. On the non-financial side, 

employees want to be treated respectfully, not as children or criminals. Equity is basic. 

Unless you satisfy those needs, not much else you do is going to help. If I feel underpaid 

and if I feel that the company is nickeling and diming me, or wants to pay as little as 

possible, there is not much else an organization can do to boost my morale. This runs 

contrary to what a lot of people in my field say -- that pay is not that relevant. Baloney. 

It's terribly, terribly important (Knowledge@Wharton 2005).   

 

There’s a direct way to find out what they want.  Ask them.  During exit interviews with leaving 

workers, ask probing questions to get past the surface scratching “I-want-to-get-out-of-here-

without-burning-my-bridges” responses.  Was there not enough support for them to do their 

jobs?  Was the compensation unfair?  Was there favoritism harassment, or an even worse 

problem you should know about?   

 

Beware for honest answers!  The exit interviewee may be upset.  Do not defend, argue, or 

otherwise make the interviewee regret his or her answers, because the word will get out.  If that 

happens, possibly no one there will trust you with the truth again.    

 

Use surveys to ask existing personnel for input.  Then act on the information.  Respond to issues 

in person in a company meeting, fix the concern quietly or otherwise address the issues with the 

sensitivity and confidentiality that will gain and keep your peoples’ trust.   Repeat this process so 

your people believe you will continuously really want their input.  Close the loop by later asking, 

“Is the problem fixed?  What should we do to improve it even more?”  

 

The flank attack: hiring winners in a shrinking labor pool  

 

 Resume-pumping falsehoods are on the rise.  Even when genuine, college degrees, 

certificates of training and professional achievement do not, after all, always represent 

competence and spirit.     
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 Sirota estimates that five percent of employees are “allergic to work.”  These employees 

are high-maintenance.  They need consistent supervision and credible threats of 

dismissal.  Indifference, he says, is a much larger problem: employees who just do not 

want to work for whatever reason.   Such people truly are a drain on an organization’s 

health, but worse damage occurs from establishing management styles that treat all 

employees like allergic or indifferent workers when most want to take pride in their 

efforts.    

 

To defend against these two problems, establish a careful hiring process.  In-depth advertising, 

prescreening, interviewing and testing is more expensive than traditional hiring processes, but it 

can still be far less costly to invest in the hiring process than to repeat it. 

 

Are there any high performers who could, and would grow into the larger role?   

 

Is your organization set up to develop winning personnel and channel people into the 

various job functions from bottom to top?    

 

How do you recognize who these people are—how do you capture those who are not 

aggressive enough to ask for a promotion?   

 

How do you help your existing employees to perform at their very best, every day?  

 

Examine these questions right from the beginning.  Respond to them by building your 

powerhouse from within, and you may not need to advertise.  Become what David Lee, 

management consultant and owner of HumanNature@Work calls a “talent magnet,” and winning 

employees will seek you out.   

 

Advertising in newspapers, on radio and in Internet jobsites is the norm, but don’t forget the 

power of networking.  Since winners tend to hang around with winners and vise versa, try asking 

your top performers if they have friends well suited for a particular opening.   

 

Consider hiring recruiting firms, especially if your time is limited.    

 

Mailing a prescreening survey to applicants can help identify chemistry matches.  Those who 

take the time to complete the surveys at all receive further consideration—many may not bother 

to respond.  Carefully designed surveys can ask for short responses to questions regarding 

aspects that are important to your organization.  This could be especially useful when good 

handwriting is important, and when personnel must be both eloquent and concise.    

 

Using multiple interviewers is stressful for job candidates, but multiple impressions of the same 

encounter can find technical or personality details that one, or even two interviewers would miss.   

 

Identify critical competencies by creating a practical test of skills, such as sitting interviewee 

computer technicians in front of a computer with a disabled mouse, and ask them to fix the 

problem.  If writing and math skills are important, by all means test for them.   
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You can also test for chemistry after the first interview.  Writing samples can reveal a great deal 

about a prospect’s personality and ethics.  It can be pricey to have psychological tests made for 

you; some organizations opt to have interviewees write a short essay on a topic of the 

organization’s choice.  In a combination of tests, you can ask the interviewees to include tables, 

graphs, use specific software and/or incorporate other examples of technical skills as your needs 

dictate.     

 

Arsenal: practical prowess     

 

To learn if we are successful, we must first determine the frame of reference against which 

changes will be measured.  It is easy to list and track costs for ads and employment agencies, but 

valuing time for perusing applications and resumes, interviewing, performing and analyzing exit 

interviews etc. can seem vague.  To make sense of these metrics you can use what efficiency 

experts call a model: a tool for capturing, calculating and showing results of data.   If you can use 

spreadsheets to do simple math and make graphs, you can make the model, use it as long as you 

need it, and change it yourself as appropriate.   

 

Human resource specialists have developed formulas to calculate costs for time spent to perform 

tasks.  The formulas can be used for hourly workers, supervisors and management alike.  

Spreadsheets can be designed to quickly type in a few numbers and show costs for time spent by 

all personnel.  If you haven’t already made the Compensation Costs worksheet (Worksheet 1 

from Taming The Training Expense Monster), here’s how to do it now: 

 

1. Begin with identifying the benefits ratio, the relative cost of benefits to wages and 

salaries.  The formula is:  

 

(Averaged benefits + “perks” + bonuses) divided by (Averaged hourly wages for one year) 

 

The spreadsheet can calculate the benefits ratio for hourly employees, supervisors and 

management personnel separately.  Calculating the costs separately helps us to be 

accurate in evaluating costs, which we want because some people’s time is much more 

expensive than for others.  The following example, which you can duplicate in your own 

spreadsheet, separates benefit rations in three groups. 

 

 

Duplicate the worksheet that follows this table, which shows the formulas for Column D:  

Cell Description Formula 

D8 Finds the average manager’s benefit ratio (MB) =SUM(D5:D7)/D4 

D14 Finds the average staff/supervisor’s benefit ratio (SB) =SUM(D11:D13)/D10 

D20 Finds the average hourly wage benefit ratio (PB) =SUM(D17:D19)/(D16*2080) 
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After determining the benefits ratio, identifying compensation costs per hour is easy.   We use 

compensation costs per hour to learn just how much our personnel’s time costs for hiring, firing 

and all of its related activities.   If compensation is significantly different among new hires and 

established personnel, for accuracy’s sake you should run those numbers separately; Worksheet 

2 includes cells for these different compensation costs. 

 

2.  Finish Worksheet 1 by entering the following formulas in Line 16 through Line 18: 

 

Cell Description Formula 

D23 Adds MB benefits ratio to salary, 

adds 7.65%  FICA tax contribution 

and divides by 2080 yearly hours. 

 

=D4/2080+(D4/2080*0.0765)+(D4/2080*D8) 

D24 Adds SB benefits ratio to salary, 

adds 7.65%  FICA tax contribution 

and divides by 2080 yearly hours. 

 

=D10/2080+(D10/2080*0.0765)+(D10/2080*D14) 

D25 Adds the EB benefits ratio to 

hourly wage; adds 7.65%  FICA tax 

contribution.  

 

=D16+(D16*0.0765)+(D16*D20) 
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3. To add up costs of training and orientation for new hires, you can adapt the training cost 

calculator (Worksheet 2 from Taming the Training Expense Monster) or duplicate the 

simplified example below:  
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Use the following table to enter formulas in Worksheet 2:   

 

Cell Description Formula 

F5 Totals Line 1 =SUM(C5:E5) 

F6 Totals Line 2 =SUM(C6:E6) 

F8 Totals Line 4 =SUM(C8:E8) 

F9 Totals Line 5 =SUM(C9:E9) 

F10 Totals compensation costs for existing 

personnel’s time to deliver the training and/or 

orientation 

=(C9*C10)+(D9*D10)+(E9*E10) 

F11 Totals the cost of materials for new hires’ 

training and orientation: employee manuals, 

safety gear, etc.  

 

=(C5*C11)+(D5*D11)+(E5*E11) 

C19 Totals time (compensation) costs for all hourly 

wage-earning new hires in the group 

=C5*(C6+C8)*C7 

D19 Totals time (compensation) costs for all 

salaried staff/supervisor new hires in the group 

=D5*(D6+D8)*D7 

E19 Totals time (compensation) costs for all 

salaried management new hires in the group 

=E5*(E6+E8)*E7 

F19 Totals time (compensation) costs for all groups  =SUM(C19:E19) 

C20 Calculates all training/orientation costs for the 

group of hourly wage-earning new hires  

=C19+(C5*C11)+(SUM(C12:C14,F10)/F5)*C5 

D20 Calculates all training/orientation costs for the 

group of salaried staff/supervisor new  

=D19+(D5*D11)+(SUM(C12:C14,F10)/F5)*D5 

E20 Calculates all training/orientation costs for the 

group of salaried management new hires  

=E19+(E5*E11)+(SUM(C12:C14,F10)/F5)*E5 

F20 Totals all training/orientation costs for all 

members of all three groups 

=SUM(C20:E20) 

C21 Averages all training/orientation costs for each 

hourly wage new hire in the group  

=C20/C5 

D21 Averages all training/orientation costs for each 

salaried staff/supervisor in the group 

=D20/D5 

E21 Averages all training/orientation costs for each 

salaried manager new hire in the group 

=E20/E5 

  

Using Worksheets 1 and 2: 

 

 In Worksheet 1, the white cells will calculate a percentage of compensation that is 

indirect: insurance, bonuses, etc. and call it the benefits ratio. 

  

 In Worksheet 1, the pink cells will calculate all compensation costs.  Since benefits ratios 

can vary between personnel groups, these figures are calculated and shown separately. 

 

 Transfer the pink cell compensation figures from Worksheet 1 (Lines 16, 17 and 18) into 

the pink cells on Worksheet 2.  These cells do not have formulas in them either.  When 
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compensation significantly differs between new hires and the personnel delivering startup 

training and orientation, the figures should be calculated and entered separately. 

 

 The light gray shaded cells will be used to enter details, such as how many trainees, how 

many hours, how many days, and so on.  These cells do not have formulas in them.  Their 

data will be changed whenever a new measurement cycle takes place. 

 

 In Worksheet 2, do not enter any data in the blackened cells.  They have no function. 

 

 In Lines 2, 4 and 5 of Worksheet 2, enter the number of hours, in decimals (meaning 6 ¾ 

hours will be entered as 6.75) that personnel have performed the functions listed in those 

lines.  

 

 Worksheet 2’s green cells have formulas in them for totaling line items.  They are 

reference points for further calculations, and may also be useful information in general. 

 

 Once you enter the formulas, Worksheet 2’s lavender-colored cells will compute the 

costs based on the details you entered in the pink and gray cells.  Do not enter any data 

in the green or lavender cells when recording new training/orientation cycles.  Once 

their formulas are saved, they will automatically reflect every change made to any gray 

and/or pink cell.   

 

 If you accidentally delete any of the formula-bearing cells in the future, you can simply 

refer to the tables in this article and re-enter the formula(s).    

 

4. Demystify hiring costs can by listing and organizing all of the expense items.  Since the   

      costs can vary by groups, or you may want to pinpoint improvement efforts on one group,      

      Worksheet 3 separates them for you.  You can duplicate the worksheet below, and change  

      it as you need to:  
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Use this table for entering formulas in Worksheet 3:  

 

Cell Description Formula 

C21 Calculates all exit and 

startup costs for hourly 

wage-earning new hires  

 

=(C11*C8+D10*D8+E9*E8)/SUM(C6:E6)+SUM(C12:C20) 

D21 Calculates all exit and 

startup costs for salaried 

staff/supervisor new hires  

 

=(C11*C8+D10*D8+E9*E8)/SUM(C6:E6)+SUM(D12:D20) 

E21 Calculates all exit and 

startup costs for salaried 

management new hires  

 

=(C11*C8+D10*D8+E9*E8)/SUM(C6:E6)+SUM(E12:E20) 

C22 Averages all exit and startup 

costs for each hourly wage 

new hire  

 

=(C11*C8+D10*D8+E9*E8)/SUM(C6:E6)+SUM(C12:C20)/C6 

D22 Averages all exit and startup 

costs for each salaried staff/ 

supervisor  

 

=(C11*C8+D10*D8+E9*E8)/SUM(C6:E6)+SUM(D12:D20)/D6 

E22 Averages all exit and startup 

costs for each salaried 

manager new hire  

 

=(C11*C8+D10*D8+E9*E8)/SUM(C6:E6)+SUM(E12:E20)/E6 

 

Using Worksheet 3: 

 

 The light blue cells in Line 1, and Lines 4 through 10 will be used to enter details: how 

many new hires, how many hours (in decimals, such as 2.25 to equal 2 ¼ hours) are used 

by existing personnel in the exit and/or hiring process, cost of advertisements, and so on.  
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These cells do not have formulas in them.  Their data will be changed whenever a new 

measurement cycle of employee turnover takes place.  

 

 Transfer the pink cell compensation figures from Worksheet 1 (Lines 16, 17 and 18) into 

the pink cells on Worksheet 3.  These cells do not have formulas in them either.  When 

compensation significantly differs between new hires and the personnel performing the 

exit and hiring activities, the figures should be calculated and entered separately. 

 

 Do not enter any data in the blackened cells.  They have no function. 

 

 The light blue cells in Lines 12 through 14 are for costs not already listed.  Name the 

costs in column B.  Enter the dollar amounts in columns C, D and E, broken down into 

groups: hourly wage earners, salaried staff/supervisors, and salaried management.   

 

 Use the lavender cells for the training/orientation data you calculated in Worksheet 2.  Be 

consistent in using either the Total Startup Costs (Line 12) or the Averaged Startup Costs 

(Line 13).    

 

 The dark blue cells will calculate all of the startup costs.  Line 16 shows the costs totaled 

for the three groups; Line 17 averages the costs per person in each group.    

 

5. Graph your trended employee turnover costs among all three groups, either totaled in the   

      group or averaged per new hire, by duplicating the table shown below:    
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Creating the table and graph 

 

 In the green cells of Lines 18 through 29, identify the measurement cycles for these costs.  

For comparison’s sake, be consistent in using the same cycles throughout the trended 

period.    

 

 Use the dark blue cells for the total startup cost data you calculated in Worksheet 3.  Be 

consistent in using only the Total Startup Costs (from Line 16) or the Averaged Startup 

Costs (from Line 17).  

 

 “Select” the green and dark blue cells by left-clicking on cell B29, and dragging the 

mouse cursor throughout the area to cell E40.   

 

 Select the graphing tool button on the tool bar; its title, “Chart Wizard,” will appear near 

the button.   

 

 Select the “Line” choice from the list of Standard Types.  Select the “Next” button. 

 

 Select the “Next” button again, to approve the data range for the graph. 

 

 Select the “Series” tab.   As shown below, left-click the “Name” field for Series1 and 

then left-click on cell C28 (Employees).  Repeat for Series2, selecting cell D28; repeat 

once more for Series3, selecting cell E28.  Select the “Next” button.  

 

 Enter your graph’s title in the “Chart Title” field.  Select the “Next” button.  Then, select 

“Finish.” 
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If you want to change the line and/or marker aspects of a line graph:  

 

  Left-click on the Legend box. 

 

  Move your mouse cursor to the line you want to change, and left-click once to select it.     

Left-click twice to open it.  In the window that opens up (see the example below) you   

can change its size, color, marker color and type, etc.   Select “OK” to close the Legend      

marker and repeat as you like for the other markers. 

 

 Move the mouse cursor to other parts of the graph, then double-left-click on them to 

change their aspects: font size, the type of fill or color for the Plot Area, settings for the 

Axis Scale, etc.   
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To subtract the number of measurement cycles from a graph, or to add them: 

 

 Left-click on the white space (Chart Area) in the graph.  The colored border lines will 

appear, marking the peripheral of the data range. 

 

 Move the mouse cursor to the colored square on the lower right corner of the data range.  

Left-click on that square, then drag it upwards to shrink the data range, or downward to 

expand it.  Release the mouse button and the graph will show the new data range.   

 

Once you conquer an enemy, you’re responsible for them!  

 

What do we do with all of this graphing and effort?   

 

Becoming a talent magnet, as David Lee suggests, demands planning with verifiable facts; 

tracking results is the essential step in not getting sucked into a vortex of expensive, aimless 

plans.  When deciding what you are willing to do differently in hiring and management practices, 

try using the calculator to know what costs to expect before regret sets in! 
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Use the spreadsheet for reliable answers to questions such as: 

 

 How many employees—how much reduction would it take to make money on the 

changes?  

 

 Which would cost more money and effort: recruiting a fully trained employee that is not 

familiar with our operations, or promoting a selected employee and hiring (and maybe 

training) a replacement?  

 

 Would it be worthwhile to hire a placement firm?  How much turnover reduction is 

needed to meet that expense? 

 

There is more! 

 

Once you have a grip listing, graphing and tracking employee compensation and turnover costs, 

you can begin to think about:  

 

…the costs of compensating your employees—both when they are hired and after significant 

investment in your mutual relationship—you can consider other subjects like cutting absenteeism 

and its shadowy companion, “presenteeism.”  (Presenteeism is the phenomenon where 

employees work at less than their best because of illness or problems) and the costs of poor 

quality (when things must be fixed because of errors).   

 

…using your graphing skills to identify, record, track and solve problems in customer 

satisfaction before your customers defect to a competitor.      

 

…understanding how much of your profit is being lost—or gained—by solvable problems and 

the changes you make to ensure your organization runs more smoothly.   

 

How much would your bottom line jump if you could lower your employee turnover expense by 

10 percent a year, and plan your strategy to boost profits by improving employee loyalty?  What 

would you rather do with that money?  

 

…You have brains in your head. 

You have feet in your shoes 

You can steer yourself 

any direction you choose. 

  

…Oh! The places you’ll go!  

    Dr. Seuss 
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